DESIGN INTENT

PHAZE II

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT

By now you have certainly heard of the Phaze™. If you’re one of the fortunate ones, then you’ve also had the chance to experience this ball and what it has to offer. The first time you laid eyes upon the Phaze you realized that this ball is something different. Once you rolled it for the first time you understood this ball is unlike anything you’ve seen from Storm in years past. The Phaze II is sure to be your next go-to ball for dependable hook.

THE NEXT PHASE IN BALL EVOLUTION IS NOW

Storm’s relentless commitment to the pursuit of perfect ball motion fuels our research and development team. Performance validation with our technical team is a critical step in the process that all Storm bowling balls go through prior to being launched to market to ensure they are faithful to the Storm brand promise of innovation, performance, and quality excellence.

The new Phaze II features both dynamic core and cutting-edge coverstock technology, proving again that Storm is the leader in bowling innovation. This fast-revving shape, the aptly-named, supercharged Velocity Core, fires on all cylinders when it hits the midlane. The TX-16 Solid Reactive is all about traction. It has a seriously wide footprint, and the new chemistry used in the shell creates a more aggressive benchmark-type reaction on heavier oil. The marriage between the core and the cover produces serious power at the pins. It truly lives up to the reputation the Marvel-S™ paved the way for. The additive in the TX-16 breed of coverstock responds impeccably well to surface adjustments too. If there ever were a ball to exist that could read your mind, the Phaze II is it.

The additive in the cover is what makes this ball unique, but there is another crucial additive that is missing – YOUR hand! And with the Phaze II in your hand, your confidence will be through the roof!

TECHNICAL DATA

COVERSTOCK
TX-16™ Solid Reactive

WEIGHT BLOCK
Velocity™ Core

FACTORY FINISH
3000-grit Abralon®

BALL COLOR
Red/Blue/Purple

FLARE POTENTIAL
5-6” (High)

FRAGRANCE
Red Velvet Cake

The additive in the TX-16 breed of coverstock responds impeccably well to surface adjustments too. If there ever were a ball to exist that could read your mind, the Phaze II is it!"